The Company:
A fast evolving group of (re)insurance activities based in Luxembourg, belonging to an international group, and specialised in non-life niche insurance markets.

Due to an increase in our activities we are currently looking for a

**Legal Advisor (M/F)**

**Job Position:** Permanent  
**Job Type:** Full time  
**Job location:** Steinfort

**Your role will be:**
- Advise on diverse legal matters, most of them on (re)insurance, but also on corporate law
- Provide input and legal advise in support of the company’s product development and drafting processes.
- Review insurance contracts and facultative treaties agreements and other contractual agreements
- Draft legal documents, contractual documentation and legal opinions
- Structure and set up captives with various companies
- Coordinate with the compliance department on local laws and related compliance issues
- Oversee and coordinate with Litigation and Operations experts on individuals claims
- Retain and supervise outside counsel, monitor invoicing and manage costs related to outside counsel
- Advising Senior Management on governance, various corporate transactions, including group restructurings and refinancings etc...
- Participating actively in the business development needs of the firm

**Your profile:**
- Legal and industry expertise with at least 5 years’ experience with several insurance products (non-life insurance)
- Knowledge of regulatory requirements for (re)insurance companies and ideally investment funds, preferably in Luxembourg
- Strong critical thinking and analysis skills with ability to provide alternative approaches and solutions
- Expert verbal and written communication skills with ability to impact and successfully negotiate/persuade others
- Excellent drafting skills
- Results oriented with ability to deliver within a fast-paced, execution oriented environment
- Team player, self-disciplined and ability to work independently
- Degree bac+5 in Corporate Law
- Fluency in French and English

You enjoy working in an international environment but like the idea of being part of a small team (company of 30 employees) of highly skilled and motivated individuals? You value work life balance and excellent colleague atmosphere?

Please send your resume and cover letter to Valérie Marchal at the following email address:  
valerie.marchal@builders.lu

Builders Insurance Holdings S.A.  
rue de Hobscheid, 69  
L-8422 Steinfort